COZY LITTLE CHRISTMAS
Countdown to Christmas 2021

INGREDIENTS
From Snow (9900 11), cut:
* {A} (8) 1¼” squares
* {B} (1) 1½” x 6½” pieces
From Scarlet (9900 47), cut:
* {C} (2) 3” x 3½” pieces
* {D} (6) 1” x 3” pieces
* {E} (4) 1” squares
From Betty’s Green (9900 121), cut:
* {F} (1) 2” x 3” piece
From Peacock (9900 216), cut:
* {G} (1) Template 2⅝” circle
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POM POM SLIPPERS
by Nicola Dodd

STEP 1. MAKE INNER SOLE
To make the inner sole, make an ECT on the top
corners of a 2” x 3” aqua piece with (2) 1” red
squares. Next join a 1” x 3” red piece to each side
and then the top, pressing towards the red.

STEP 2. MAKE HEEL
Make the heel by making an ECT at the top corners
with (2) 1¼” background squares, as shown.

STEP 3. MAKE TOE
Create the toe by making an ECT at the bottom
corners of the 3” x 3½” piece with (2) 2” background
squares, taking care with the placement, as shown
above right.
Join the toe to the sole, pressing towards the sole.
MAKE 2.

STEP 4. ASSEMBLE BLOCK
Join the two slippers to each side of a 1½” x 6½”
background strip.
Your block should measure 6½” square.
Add optional pom pom using instructions on the next
page.
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OPTIONAL YO YO POM POM
1) Using the circle template, trace and cut out (1) circle.
2) To make the yo-yo’s, fold the outside edge to the inside about ¼”.
3) With a needle and strong thread, make a knot in the end. Start stitching following Diagram 1.
4) Using a running stitch, stitch close to the folded edge. *Note: the longer the running stitch the smaller the center
opening will be when the yo-yo is finished.
5) Take several stitches on the needle to speed up the yo-yo making, then pull the thread through and repeat around the
entire circle, following Diagram 2.
6) Make sure that the yo-yo is right side out. Diagram 3.
7) Then take one last stitch through where you started with the knot, and back again to the wrong side of the circle,
following Diagram 4.
8) Pull the thread to gather the center, pulling nice and tight. Diagram 5.
9) Now wrap the thread around the needle a few times to make a knot, then pull the knot tight. Pull the knot as close to
the fabric as possible. Then push the needle through the bottom of the yo-yo and trim the thread. Diagram 6 & 7
10) Hand stitch yo-yo on top of the hat. I hand stitched through the middle of the yo-yo to leave it loose and look more like
a pom-pom.
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